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 PREMIA PRIDE receives a HEARTY WELCOME AT CAMPUS!

The Premia Academy

Greetings from The Premia
Academy! 
1st November 2021 marked a new
beginning for us. Excitement was in
the air as we started offline school.
The  corridors, the playground, the
classrooms were alive again, buzzing
with laughter and happy faces. The
Yellow buses, Red balloons, and
Blue Premia badges added to the
cheer. We are HERE to ROCK!
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The Student-led Conference
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An Eco-Science Quest For Sustainability

Science is critical to tackling complex challenges for humanity like climate change, biodiversity loss, pollution, and poverty
reduction, as it lays the foundation for new approaches and solutions. 
The E4 Circuit was indeed a learning experience where teachers ensured that each of our Grade level students connected with
one or more of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) introduced by the United Nations Organisation.
We Explored the chosen SDG, Expressed our views, Endured the findings, and Elevated to the next level through Research &
Collaboration. Resilience and Adaptation were the two essential traits in our quest to identify, analyse and become problem
solvers.



The Student-led Conference
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Shaping Little Minds
They may look tiny but don't underestimate the
power of pre-primary kiddos! Enjoyed expressing all
that they explored on Modes Of Transport and
Seasons. Parents also participated enthusiastically
singing Rhymes and cracking Riddles along with the
little ones. 
Two super hit activities of the day were:
Saladport for PPI- creating their favourite transport
using edible ingredients. Yum, Yum, Yummy!
Tree of Seasons for PPII- 3D tree depicting four
seasons: Summer, Winter, Rain, and Fall!

HOUSE

THE
OPEN



Events & Competitions 

Snippets of the event
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External Competitions

Dakshita Kaur, PPII
III Prize

Dance Competition, Meridian School

Madimalar Ramu, Gr 6
Consolation Prize

Poetry Writing, Meridian School

The Global Career Conference
Pahal Bhadoria, Gr 8, and Maryam Ali Baig, Gr 7
hosted two sessions at the 12-day conference on
career exploration with 24 experts from various
fields.

Study with the Buddy
"If you have the light of knowledge, let others light their
candles in it."

-Margret Fuller
 

With the same motto, the Ministry of Civic Responsibility
steered an initiative to share their knowledge with the
students of Sai Seva Sangh Orphanage. The study buddies
not only aimed at quality sessions but also ensured hands-
on learning activities were fun-filled too. Their effort is
applauded by the Premia Family!


